G Is For Gold Medal: An Olympics Alphabet (Sports Alphabet)
From the first games held in ancient Greece to the cultural extravaganzas of recent years, there have been some incredible and amazing events and milestones in the world of Olympic sports. Now in G is for Gold Medal: An Olympics Alphabet, writer Brad Herzog showcases those athletes and events that not only set sports records but also impacted history and world views. Learn the meaning behind the five interlocking rings featured on the Olympic flag. Cheer on American Jim Thorpe as he won the pentathlon and decathlon at the 1912 Olympics in Stockholm, Sweden, only to lose his medals later. Read how the man dubbed as the "world’s laziest high jumper" won the gold in 1968 and later had a jump named after him. All these moments and more are brought to life in G is for Gold Medal. Brad Herzog has written travel and sports books for readers young and old. His books with Sleeping Bear include the best-selling H is for Home Run: A Baseball Alphabet. Brad lives on California’s Monterey Peninsula. Doug Bowles has been a freelance illustrator for more than twenty years. His books for Sleeping Bear include One Kansas Farmer: A Kansas Number Book and S is for Sunflower: A Kansas Alphabet. Doug lives in Leawood, Kansas.
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**Customer Reviews**

The illustrations are incredible and the information has been carefully researched. I can't wait to introduce this book to my students!
Read this to boys during Olympics... lots of good information about Olympics. Good for younger children if you just want to read short paragraph per letter. Good for older children who want more info and can read more detailed info.

I'm a huge fan of the Olympics, so of course I like this book. I bought it this summer during the games while I was home on maternity leave. It's a different alphabet book to read to my little one.

We used this for our Olympic Day but it is good all the time. Any sport team should review it with their kids.

The book is colorful and offers a variety of information about the Olympics. I needed to paraphrase parts of it for my lower level students.

I wanted my 2-3 grade students to learn more about the Olympics. This book provided interesting information and was a great read aloud.
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